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The everstronger economic case for addressing climate change

T

ickets are available here for a live Free Lunch: a conversation between Martin Sandbu and the Institute for
Fiscal Studies’ Paul Johnson on the future of UK public finances after the chancellor’s Autumn Statement
and Spending Review. The event, for a small number of participants, takes place on Wednesday December 2 at
the FT offices.
Policies for the long term
Despite common complaints about shorttermism, the world has been intellectually engaged in the challenge of
climate change for an awfully long time. Stefan Rahmstorf tells us that it is exactly 50 years since Lyndon Johnson was presented with
the first US government report on the dangers of carbon emissions from fossil fuels. One may say that the intellectual engagement has
not resulted in action; Mr Rahmstorf calls it “50 years of dithering”. That would not be entirely fair; an enormous and increasing
amount of political energy is going into solving what is a thorny technological, economic, and organisational challenge. The upcoming
climate talks in Paris are the latest instalment.
There cannot be any doubts that the problem needs to be addressed. The impact of unmitigated climate change looks scarier and
scarier: a new paper in Nature estimates that by 2100, climate change will shrink the global economy by almost a quarter relative to a
noclimate change scenario. And inequality will rise markedly, with the poorest countries losing much more than that, and the richest
ones possibly gaining.

These are huge effects, and the authors (Marshall Burke, Solomon Hsiang, and Edward Miguel) have written a blog post addressing
incredulous reactions and posted the background documentation online. But the result, if shocking, is not farfetched: small but
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lasting headwinds to growth can have huge effects over time.
Meanwhile, the cost of decarbonising economic activity looks less and less intimidating. Huge
opportunities for profitmaking emissions abatement already exist and technological progress is expanding them further — read, for
example, last weekend’s FT feature on the solar power revolution. What all of this means is that addressing climate change looks like
an insurance policy that is becoming ever more advantageous, as Martin Wolf recently explained.
The challenge is how to implement it politically, since it requires globally collective action. The Paris talks involve a new approach,
with the focus shifting from legally binding commitments as a followup to the Kyoto agreement (which the 2009 climate talks in
Copenhagen tried and failed to achieve) towards voluntary — but hopefully more effective — national targets. Politico has published a
profile of Christiana Figueres, the UN climate chief, which is fascinating also for its account of this evolution in diplomatic approach.
Ms Figueres is the first to admit that Paris will not achieve anything near enough to put the world on a trajectory below the 2°C global
warming over preindustrial temperatures that scientists take as the threshold for safety. At the same time, countries are already
promising to do a lot — just not enough. A recent OECD study shows that most countries are successfully turning their economies in a
more sustainable direction: an increasing number have carbon pricing or emissions trading systems; and virtually all are seeing
emissions per unit of gross domestic product fall. But they still need to achieve greater reductions to meet their own targets, let alone
the reductions needed to keep climate disaster at bay. A new ebook contains a number of proposals that do this while remaining
politically feasible.

The grand prize, of course, remains a global carbon emissions trading scheme, for political and practical reasons as well as economic
ones. Such a system could be built by linking together national schemes; and it would allow individual countries to tailor policies to
local conditions. It could also implement the financial aid that rich countries rightly owe to poor ones given that the latter must
achieve economic development with less use of fossil fuels than the nowrich countries needed.
Two French economists calculate that a global carbon price of $7 —$8 per tonne could generate the $100bn rich countries have
promised in annual climate aid. (They discuss a carbon tax, but their proposals easily carry over to emissions trading.) In the same
spirit, the Center for Global Development has created an online tool that estimates the size of transfers that can be achieved — in lieu
of direct subsidy — through different types and scales of global climate schemes.
Any such scheme that achieved the transfers now being envisaged through direct subsidies may well require more legally binding rules
than what seems to be the approach ahead of Paris. An emissions trading market, for example, requires a solid legal framework, all the
more so for being a global one. But the political benefit would be huge: rather than governmenttogovernment transfers, always
controversial in domestic politics, the transfers would be ensured through private market transactions. Think of it as the inverse of the
global oil market: instead of producers selling their excess production to nonproducers, relative nonconsumers (of carbon) would be
selling their excess emissions allowances to consumers. It is a solution well worth fighting for.
Other readables
Beyond Banking: A new FT series on the turmoil in the global banking industry.
John Authers looks at why so much yieldhungry capital stands on the sidelines of enormous infrastructure investment needs.
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Numbers news
German government borrowing costs are lower — make that more negative — than ever.

To receive Martin Sandbu’s Free Lunch by email every workday, sign up here.
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Global Risks 2015
The 2015 edition of the Global Risks report completes a decade of highlighting the most significant
longterm risks worldwide, drawing on the perspectives of experts and global decisionmakers. Over
that time, analysis has moved from risk identification to... See more
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